To daymostconclusionsabout cumulative knowledgeinpsychologyare basedonmetaanalysis.W efirstpresent an examinationofthe important statisticaldifferences between fixed-effects (FE) andr andom-effects( RE)m odelsi nm eta-analysis andb etween two differentR Ep rocedures, duet oH edgesa nd Vevea, andt oH untera nd Schmidt. The implications of thesed ifferences fort he appropriatei nterpretationo fp ublished metaanalyses areexploredbyapplyingthe twoREproceduresto68meta-analyses from five largem eta-analytic studiesp reviouslyp ublished in Psychological Bulletin.U nder the assumption that thegoalofresearchisgeneralizable knowledge, resultsindicated that the publishedF Ec onfidence intervals( CIs) around mean effect sizesw ereo na verage 52% narrower than theira ctualw idth,w iths imilar resultsb eing produced by thet wo RE procedures.These nominal95% FE CIsw eref ound to be on average56% CIs. Because most meta-analyses in thel iteratureu se FE models,t hese findingss uggest that the precisionofmeta-analysis findingsinthe literature hasoften been substantially overstated, with importantconsequencesfor research andpractice.
Introduction
In psychology,m edicine, and the social sciences, conclusions aboutc umulative knowledge today are typically based on the results of meta-analyses. One indication of this is the largen umber of meta-analyses appearing in researchj ournals in psychology and related areas, including journals that formerly published only individual empirical studies.A nother indication is that textbooks summarizing knowledgew ithin fields increasingly cite meta-analyses rather than aselection of primarystudies, as was the case until recently (Hunter &S chmidt, 1996; Myers,1 991) . Becausec onclusions about cumulativeknowledgeare dependent on the meta-analysis methods used, it is important to examine carefully the implications of differentstatistical approaches to meta-analysis.
An important distinctionw ithinm eta-analysis methodsi st hatb etween fixed-effects (FE) andrandom-effects (RE) models.The differencesbetween thesetwo models have been discussedbyBeckerand Schram (1994 ),F ield (2003 ),Hedgesand Vevea(1998 , Hunter andSchmidt (2000) ,the National Research Council(1992), Overton (1998) , Raudenbush (1994) , Shadish andHaddock(1994 ), andSchulze (2004 .The basicdistinction here is that FE models assume apriori that exactlythe same population value(forexample, r when r is thestatistic used and d when d is thestatistic used)underlies allstudies in themeta-analysis (i.e. SD r ¼ 0o r SD d ¼ 0), whileR Em odelsa llow fort he possibilityt hatp opulation parameters ( r or d values)varyfromstudy to study.
The RE model is the more general one: the FE model is aspecial case of the RE model in which SD d ¼ 0. Application of an RE model can result in an estimated SD d (or SD r )of zero, afinding indicating that an FE model would be appropriate forthat set of studies. The applicationo fa nR Em odel can detect the fact that SD d ¼ 0; however,t he application of an FE model cannot estimate SD d if SD d . 0. The RE model allows forany possible value of SD d ,while the FE model allowsonly the assumed value of zero. These differences in assumptions lead to differentformulas forthe standard error of the mean d or mean r which then lead to differences in the widths of estimated confidence intervals (CIs). In this paperw efi rstp resent ad iscussion of the general statistical differences between FE and RE models and ad iscussion of the considerations surroundingt heir use. Next, we present at abulation of their frequency of use in Psychological Bulletin,t he premier US psychology review journal. We then discuss some technical questions in the estimation of RE models. Finally, we present reanalyses of data from five FE meta-analysis studies (68 meta-analyses in all) previouslypublished in Psychological Bulletin,illustrating via empirical data that results and conclusions in psychological research-i np articular,c onclusions about the certainty of findingsdependimportantly on which model is used. To our knowledge,nosuch demonstration based on reanalysis of archival data has appeared in the literature.
Differences between the twom odels
In psychology,the statistic averaged across studies is usually the correlation coefficient ( r )o rt he standardizedd ifference between means (the d statistic). The computed standard error ( SE)ofthe mean d or r is afunction of sampling error in the mean. There are two sources of sampling error: simple sampling error,e stimated by the sampling error variance formula for d or r ;and sampling error variance created by variation across studies in the underlying population values (i.e. S 2 d or S 2 r ). FE models consider only the first source of sampling error and do not takei nto account the second source ( Field, 2001 ( Field, , 2003 ( Field, , 2005 Hedges&Vevea, 1998; Hunter &S chmidt, 2000; Overton, 1998; Raudenbush, 1994; Schulze, 2004) . Hencet he estimate of sampling error variance for the meta-analysis mean is accurate in the FE model only when S 2 d ¼ 0o r S 2 r ¼ 0. Otherwise, FE models underestimate sampling error variance and hence underestimate the SE of the mean d or r ,leading to CIs that are too narrow (and also to inflated Type I error rates; Field, 2001 Field, , 2003 Field, , 2005 Hedges &V evea, 1998; Hunter &S chmidt, 2000; National ResearchC ouncil, 1992; Raudenbush, 1994; Schulze, 2004) .
Them ost commonly used FE procedurei st hato fH edgesa nd Olkin( 1985) . In this procedure,the simple sampling error variance(V e i )isfirst computed foreachstudy andthe inversesofthese values (1= V e i )are theweights ( w i )usedtocompute themean d value:
)-or rather,its square root, SE d -isusedto computethe CI in theusual manner; if asignificance test is appliedtothe mean,itisalso based on this SE.I ft he statisticu sedi s r ,H edgesa nd Olkin( 1985) fi rst transform the correlations usingF isher's z transformation; thec alculationsare carriedout in Fisher's z metric, andthenthe mean andthe endpointsofthe CIsare back-transformed to the r metric (Hedges&Olkin, 1985,p .120.) TheF Ep rocedure of Rosenthala nd Rubin ( Rosenthal, 1991 ( Rosenthal, ,1993 Rosenthal&Rubin, 1982a , 1982b ) differs in only minorways (Field, 2005) .
If the study effect sizes are in the d metric, the simple sampling error variance fora single study is estimated as
where N 1 and N 2 are the sample sizes in the two groups (e.g.experimentaland control groups) being compared and d is the standardized mean difference between the two groups (see Hedges &O lkin, 1985, equation 5-14, p. 86; Hunter &S chmidt, 2004, equation7.23a, p. 284) . The d statistic is usually corrected forits slight positive bias due to small sample size (see Hedges &Olkin, 1985, p. 81; Hunter &Schmidt, 2004, pp. 284-285) . (When r is the statistic used,itiscorrected forits slight negative bias before being transformed into Fisher's z metric.) The reader can most clearly grasp the mechanics of the FE method in the special case in which the sampling error variance is constant across the studies in the meta-analysis. In this special case, the averageo ft hese values across studies is The SE is used with the mean d to compute the CI in the usual manner (Hedges&Olkin, 1985; Hedges&Vevea, 1998) . In the RE model, by contrast, the sampling error variance of the mean and that of the standard error are (again, assuming equal V e i acrossstudies)
The second termo nt he right-hand side of equation (7) reflects the effect of variance across studies in population parameterso nt he sampling error variance of the mean observed d .Thistermdoes not appear in the formula used by the FE model because the FE model assumes S 2 d (or SD d )t ob ez ero; that is, the FE model assumes that the population parameters( r i or d i )u nderlying each study are equal. As seen here, procedures forestimating sampling error variance forFEmodels are quite simple. These procedures are more complexf or RE models and are presented later in this paper.
The methods described in Hunter,Schmidt, and Jackson (1982) , Hunter and Schmidt (1990 ,2004 ),Callenderand Osburn(1980 , and Raju and Burke (1983) are RE models (Hedges&Olkin,1 985, Ch. 9, p. 242; National ResearchC ouncil, 1992, pp. 94-95) . These methods have been extensivelyapplied to substantive questions in the published literature (e.g.see Hunter &Schmidt, 1990 , 2004 Schmidt, 1992) .(These methodstake into account artefacts in addition to sampling error,s uch as measurement error.) The methodsdescribed in articles by Hedges(1983 Hedges( , 1988 , Hedges and Olkin(1985, Ch. 9) , Raudenbush (1994) , Raudenbush and Bryk (1985) , and Rubin(1980 Rubin( , 1981 arealso RE methods. Thesel atter methods have been used less frequently in meta-analysis. For example, although Psychological Bulletin,the major reviewjournal in psychology,has published 199 meta-analyses as of January2006, we could locate only 13 meta-analyses published in that journal that employed these methods. (See discussion in later section.) Schulze (2004, p. 35) noted that the FE model has been more commonly used than the RE model, and Cooper (1997, p. 179) stated that, 'In practice, most meta-analysts opt fort he fixed effects assumption because it is analyticallye asier to manage'. The National ResearchC ouncil (1992, p. 52)s tated that many userso fm eta-analysis prefer FE modelsbecause of 'theirconceptual and computational simplicity'.
An important question is whether the FE assumption of constantp opulation parameter values canaccurately reflect reality.Many wouldarguethat fortheoretical or substantive reasons there is always some variation in population parameterv alues across studies (National ResearchC ouncil, 1992; Schulze, 2004) . Thati s, theyw ould argue that there are always at least some real (i.e.s ubstantive, not methodological) moderator variables (interactions)t hat create differences in values of d i or r i across studies.H owever,e vidence has been reported indicating that some study domains appear to be homogeneous at the level of substantive population parameters (Hunter & Schmidt, 2000; Schmidt et al.,1993) .Thati s, population parametersd on ot varyonce the effects of sampling error,measurement error,and rangevariation are controlled for. However,s uch homogeneity can be revealed only by using RE models to estimate the level of heterogeneity.FEmodels do not allow forsuch calibration because theyassume homogeneity apriori .
Even if there are no substantive moderatorsc ausingv ariation in population parameters, methodological variations across studiesc an cause variation in study population d i or r i values; that is, values corresponding to N ¼ 1 can be affected by methodological variations other than sampling error.F or example, if the amount of measurement error (degree of unreliability) in the measures used varies across studies, then this variation creates variation in study population parameters; studies with more measurement error will have smaller study population values of d i or r i ,and vice versa (Hedges&Olkin, 1985, pp. 135-138; Hunter &Schmidt, 2004, Ch. 3) . So even if there is no substantive variation in population parameters, variations across studies in such methodological factors as error of measurement, rangevariation, or dichotomization of continuous variables (Hunter &S chmidt, 1990 (Hunter &S chmidt, , 2004 ; Osburn&Callender,1 992) will create variation in study population parameters. In the absence of corrections forsuch artefacts such variation will typically exist, causingt he assumption of homogeneous study population effect sizes or correlations to be false and the CIs based on the FE model to be toon arrow.
Hedges andVevea (1998)and Overton(1998) pointed out that thechoiceofanFEorRE model depends on thetypeofinference that is thegoalofthe meta-analyst. If thegoalisto drawconclusions that arelimited to theset of studies at hand andthe meta-analyst does not desiretogeneralize beyond his/herparticular setofstudies,the FE model canbeusedwhen population parameters vary as well as when they do not. Hedges andVevea refertothisas conditional inference. Theu sual goal of research,h owever,i sg eneralizablek nowledge (Toulmin,1961) , whichrequires generalization beyond thecurrent setofstudies to other similars tudies that have been or mightb ec onducted. Hedges andV evea refer to this as unconditional inference. Within this broadero bjective, theFEmodel is appropriateo nly when population parametersdonot vary.Whenpopulationparameters vary,anREmodel is required foru nconditional inference ( Field, 2003,2 005; Hedges &V evea,1 998; Raudenbush, 1994) . Thed iscussioni nt hisp aper assumest hatt he objectivei nm etaanalysis is to make inferences aboutawider populationo fs tudies;t hati s, to draw conclusions that canbegeneralizedbeyondthe specific setofstudies included in themetaanalysis.Ift hisi snot thec asea nd ther esearcher'sp urpose is only to reachc onclusions limitedt ot he specifics et of studies in them eta-analysis,t he FE modeld oes not underestimatethe SE andthe resulting CIsare nottoo narrow.Thisfollows from thefactthat in this case therei sn os amplinge rror in thes amplingo fs tudy population parameters, becausethe setofstudies at hand is notviewedasasampleofalarger number of studiesthat mighte xist or could be conducted (Hedges &V evea,1 998; Hunter &S chmidt,2 000; Overton, 1998; Raudenbush, 1994) . In this case,generalizationofconclusions is only to a hypothetical setofstudies that is identicaltothe study setathandexcept forsimplesampling error; that is,toasetofstudies with exactlythe same studypopulationparametervalues, studyfor study,and differingonlyinthe samplingofsubjects(usuallypeople) within studies. Schulze(2004,pp. 38,195) statedthatitisdifficultfor ameta-analyst to decide whether his/herp urpose is this limitedg eneralizationa nd also difficult forareader of them etaanalysis to evaluate such adecisionand that this creates difficultiesininterpretingFEresults when S 2 d . 0or S 2 r . 0. More importantly, it is hasbeenpointed outthatsuchconclusions areofl imited scientificvalue (Hedges&Vevea, 1998; Hunter&Schmidt, 2000; National Research Council, 1992; Overton, 1998; Schulze,2004) .The goal of scienceiscumulative knowledge, andcumulativeknowledgeisgeneralizable knowledge (Bechtel, 1988; Phillips, 1987; Toulmin,1961) .Researchers areinterestedingeneral principles,not in describinga particular seto fs tudies.H ence,i tw ould appear that theF Em odel wouldr arelyb e appropriate formostresearchpurposes. TheNationalResearchCouncil (1992) stated that FE models 'tendt ou nderstate actual uncertainty'( p. 147) in research findingsa nd recommended'an increase in theuse of random effectsmodelsinpreferencetothe current defaultoffixedeffects models '(p. 2; seealsopp. 185-187ofthatreport) . Others have also cautionedt hatw hent he goal is generalizablek nowledge,u se of FE models canl eadt o inflatedT ypeIerror ratesand erroneously narrowconfidence intervals(e.g. Field, 2003; Hedges,1 994; Hedges &V evea,1 998; Hunter &S chmidt,2 000; Overton, 1998; Raudenbush,1994; Rosenthal, 1991) . Hedges and Vevea( 1998, pp. 487-488) stated that although there is no statistical (sampling) foundation or justificationf or generalizing FE findings beyond the specific studies in the meta-analysis, there can be, by analogy with the practices of some primary researchersu sing analysis of variance (ANOVA )i ne xperiments, an extra-statistical or judgement-based basis forsuch wider generalization. Theyproposed that just as primary researchersu sing FE ANOVA designs in experiments sometimes generalize their conclusions beyond the specific fixed levels of treatmentincludedintheir experiments, so also could meta-analysts using FE models, based on the subjective judgement that new studies will be 'sufficientlysimilar' to those in the meta-analysis. In ANOVA ,anFEdesign is one in which all levels of the treatment that are of interest are includedi nt he design, while an RE model is one in which only asample of treatment levels of interest is included in the study.I tw as by analogy with this distinction in ANOVA that Hedges and Olkin (1985,p.149 ) originallylabelled the two differentmodels in meta-analysis as FE and RE models (Hedges &V evea,1998) . Hence in FE meta-analysis models, the studies included in the meta-analysis are assumed to constitute the entire universe of relevant studies, whereas in RE models the studies are taken to be as ample of all possible studies that might be conducted or might exist on the subject. However,t he National Research Council report (1992,pp. 46 and 139) indicates that thereare problems with this analogy:
The manner in which the terms 'fixed effects' and 'random effects' are used in the metaanalysis literature is somewhat different from the classical definitions used in other techniques of statistics suchasanalysis of variance, where 'fixed effects' is the term required to deny the concept of ad istribution of the true effects, d 1 ::: d k ,a nd 'random effects' supposes that the d i are sampled from ap opulation and therefore haveadistribution. (National Research Council, 1992, p. 46) An example might help to clarify the meaning of this National ResearchC ouncil statement. Astudy of the effects of adrugonpatients might includethe dosages 0, 10, and 20 mg. In FE ANOVA ,treatments (dosages) are fixed at these levels and these levels are considered the only ones of interest.Inthe FE ANOVA the idea that there is anaturally occurring distribution of dosages or potential dosages is explicitly denied. This is different from the FE model in meta-analysis in two ways. First, in meta-analysis, the researcher does not specify (or fix) the parameter values(r i or d i )inthe individual studies included in the meta-analysis; instead,these values are accepted as theyhappen to be sampled in the set of studies at hand. Thati s, theya re observed and not manipulated.T he second difference results from the first: because the researcherdoes not fix the parameter values included in the studies but accepts them as theyhappen to have occurred, there appears to be no basis or rationalefor postulatingorassuming that these parameter valuesdonot have adistribution across studies, which is the keyassumption of the FE model in ANOVA . This is the reason why the National ResearchCouncil (1992) report rejected the analogy between FE models in ANOVA and FE models in meta-analysis. However,even had the National ResearchCouncil accepted this analogy at the conceptual level, this would still have left open the question of whether the broader generalizations sometimes made by researchersfrom FE ANOVA -based experiments are justified. The fact that experimenters sometimes makesuch generalizations cannot be viewed as ajustification (Schulze, 2004) . As Hedges and Vevea (1998) pointed out, this practice has no statistical foundation and is based only on subjective judgement. The National ResearchC ouncil (1992) report concluded that unless population parametersactually do not vary, FE models will yieldCIs that are too narrow (and inflated Type Ierror rates) when thereisany generalization to studies beyond the specific ones included in the meta-analysis. This is also the conclusion of Field (2001 Field ( , 2003 Field ( , 2005 , Hunter and Schmidt (2000) , Overton(1998) , Schulze (2004) , and others.
Potential conceptual problems are also associated with the use of the RE model. In that model, the studies in the meta-analysis are viewed as ar andom sample from al arger universe of studies that exist or could be conducted.Hedgesand Veveapointed out that this larger universe is often poorly defined and ambiguous in nature. However, Schulze (2004,pp. 40-41) noted that this is not aproblem specific to meta-analysis or RE models in meta-analysis, but one that characterizes virtually all samples used in research. Rarely in researchisthe target population of samples fully enumerated and delimited; in fact, data sets used frequently consisto fs omething close to convenience samples (i.e. as et of samples forw hich it was possible to obtain data). Viewed in this light this problem appearsl ess serious. Another potential problem with RE models is the fact that in the estimation of the between-study parameter variance ( S 2 d or S 2 r ), the number of data points is the number of studies.H ence,i ft he number of studies is small, estimation of this quantitycan have less than sterling accuracy (Hedges &Vevea, 1998; Hunter&Schmidt, 1990 , 2004 Raudenbush, 1994) . One implication is that results produced by RE models should be considered only approximate whent he number of studies is small. In the reanalysis reported later in this paper,weinclude data only formeta-analyses with 10 or more studies.
To the extent that empirical results and conclusions differ depending on whether FE or RE models are used,i ti si mportant, as Overton (1998) pointed out, to examine these differences and determine the extent to which conclusions about cumulative knowledge depend on assumptions underlying the two models. Overton (1998, p. 357) suggested that data should be analysed using both models to revealthe extent to which findings are dependent on the specific assumptionsoft he FE and RE models.
Use of FE and RE models in psychological literature
At presentm ostm eta-analyses in thep sychological literature appear to be basedo nF E methods ( Cooper,1 997, p. 179; Schulze, 2004,p p. 35,8 2-83) . TheN ationalR esearch Council( 1992,p .146)s tatedt hatt he useo fF Em odelsi s' ther uler athert hant he exception'.Toprovide some empirical calibration, we tabulatedthe frequencyofuse of FE andR Emodelsin Psychological Bulletin,fromthe first appearance of ameta-analysis in 1978 to theJanuary 2006 journalissue;the resultsare shownin Table 1 . Duringthisperiod 199m eta-analysiss tudies were published. Becausei td oesn ot addresst he question of sampling error,t he Glassp rocedure form eta-analysis (Glass,M cGaw,&Smith, 1981) cannot be classifiedasanFEorREprocedure.The 10%ofstudies usingthisapproachare concentrated in thefi rst half of this period; after1 994, no studiesu sedt hisp rocedure. Another6%ofmeta-analysis studiesalsousedproceduresthatweretoo rudimentarytobe classifiedasFEorREmethods.Ofthe 169meta-analysis studiesthatcould be classified, 129 (76%)usedonly FE methods. Of the129 FE meta-analysisstudies,91(71%) employed theFE procedureso fH edgesa nd colleagues (e.g.H edges&Olkin, 1985) , 24 (19%)u sedt he Rosenthaland RubinFEprocedure,and 14 (11%)u sedc ombinationsordid notprovide enough informationtoallow classification.
Of the 32 meta-analysis studies that used RE models, 8(25%) used the RE procedures of Hedges and colleagues (e.g.Hedges&Olkin, 1985; Hedges &V evea, 1998) , 19 (59%) used the Hunter-Schmidt RE procedure (Hunter et al., 1982; Hunter &Schmidt, 1990 , 2004 ,a nd 5( 16%) used other RE procedures.O ft he eight meta-analysis studies that used bothF Ea nd RE models, seven (88%) used Hedges and colleagues'p rocedures (e.g. Hedges &O lkin, 1985; Hedges &V evea, 1998) , and one (13%) used another method.None used the Rubin( 1980 Rubin( , 1981 RE model.
Table1also showsfor each year thepercentageofmeta-analysis studiesthatusedthe FE model. This column is basedonthe 169studies that couldbeclassified as FE,RE, or both, with thelatterbeing considered RE studies. It canbeseenthatsince about2003there has been some increase in thenumberofRE-basedmeta-analysis studies. Additional insightis provided by Figure 1 , whichisalsobased on the169 meta-analysisstudies that used the FE model, theREmodel,orboth, with thelatteragain considered to be RE studies. (Manyof thes tudies that used both models relied only on theF Er esults in theiri nterpretations.) Figure 1suggeststhatthe proportion of studiesusing theFEmodel exclusively appears to be decliningwithtime. This trendislikelydue to theeffectofthe National Research Council (1992) report andtopublicationsbyBeckerand Schram (1994) ,Hedgesand Vevea(1998), Hunter andSchmidt (2000), Overton(1998 ), andRaudenbush(1994 , amongothers. We view this trendaspositive,but thefactstill remainsthatoverthree quartersofclassifiable meta-analysespublished in Psychological Bulletin employed only theFEmodel.
Estimation in RE models
Procedures fore stimation of sampling error variance are morec omplexi nR E models than FE models (Schulze, 2004) . In our reanalyses of published FE meta-analyses, we present results forb oth the Hedges-Vevea (HV) RE procedure and the HunterSchmidt (HS) RE procedure. Estimation procedures differ somewhat fort hese two RE procedures (cf. Field, 2005) ,a lthough theyg enerallyy ield similar results (and were found to do so in our analyses). Estimation procedures are simpler forthe HS approach (Schmidt, Hunter,&Raju, 1988) ,sow epresent those procedures first.
The Hunter-Schmidt RE procedure
Again our presentation is in termso ft he d statistic but procedures are similar and analogous for r (the correlation coefficient)a nd other indices of effect size. Here we present only the basics of the HS RE method;amore technically detailed descriptioncan be found in (for example) Field (2005) . In the HS RE procedure, the sampling error variance of the mean d is estimated as the variance of the observed d sa cross studies divided by k ,t he number of studies:
The square root of equation (9) is the SE that is used in computing CIs:
ð 10Þ
In this model, V e is conceptualizedasthe sample size weighted mean of the V e i values.
The rationalefor this procedure can be seen in the fact that S
;that is, the expected value of S 2 d is the sum of simple sampling error variance and the variance of the study population parameters (Field,2005; Hedges, 1989; Hunter et al., 1982; Hunter & Schmidt, 1990 , 2004 ; Schmidt &H unter,1 977).
1
Hence S 2 d estimates the averageR E sampling error variance fort he set of studies,a nd this quantityd ividedb y k is the sampling error variance of the mean. Osburna nd Callender (1992) showed that this equationholdsbothwhen
e.whenthe assumption underlying the FE model holds). The study weights in the HS RE model are (total) study sample sizes, N i , used because these weights closely approximate the inverse of the simple sampling error variances,1 = V e i (Hunter &S chmidt, 2004) ,a nd are less affected by sampling error variance (Brannick, 2006) . Hedges (1983, p. 392) stated that in the heterogeneous case ( S 2 d . 0), weighting by sample size 'will give asimple unbiased estimator [of the mean] that is slightlyless efficient than the optimal weighted estimator'. Osburnand Callender (1992)s howed via simulation that weighting by sample size produces accurate SE estimates bothwhen S
. 0, as long as multiple outlier sample sizes are not present.(In the presence of very largeoutlier sample sizes, weighting by sample size can cause underestimation of the SE.) Also using simulation, Schulze (2004) found that for heterogeneous population data sets, the HS RE procedure weighting by sample size produced accurate (more accurate than other procedures evaluated)e stimates of CIs (Table 8 .13, p. 156); estimates fort he mean correlation were also acceptably accurate (with as mall median negative bias of 0.0022; Table 8 .4, p. 134; see pp. 188-190 fora summary). Brannick reported similar results.Furtherdetails can be found in Osburnand Callender (1992) and Schmidt et al. (1988) . We note here that in the HS RE method,when the d sare corrected formeasurement error,the procedure is analogous except that S 2 d is now the variance ( S 2 d c )ofthe corrected d s(see Hunter and Schmidt, 2004, pp. 206-207 fordetails) . We do not addresssuch corrections in this paper.
The Hedges-Vevea RE procedure
The Hedgesa nd Vevea (1998) RE procedure estimates the two components of RE sampling error variance separately.T he simple sampling error variance component is estimated exactly as it is in the FE model. That is, equation (6), reproduced below,i s used to compute this component:
wheret he w i are 1 = V e i . The second component,^s
by Hedges and Vevea), is estimated as follows:^s
where Q represents the x 2 overall homogeneity test 2 and c is af unction of the study weights and is given in equation (11)f rom Hedges and Vevea (1998):
wheret he study weights w i are the FE study weights as defined in our equation (6). The estimated mean value is then
The sampling error variance is:
wheret he w i are 1 = ð V e i þ^s 2 d Þ . When the effect size statistic is the correlation, this RE procedure first converts r sto the Fisher z transformation, conducts the calculations in that metric, and then backtransformsthe resulting means and CIs into the r metric (Hedges &Olkin, 1985) (as is done in the FE procedure). See Vevea (1998), Field (2005) ,a nd Halla nd Brannick (2002) foracomplete technical description of this RE procedure.
When Q 2 ( k 2 1) yields anegativevalue,^s 2 d in equation (13) is settozerobecause, by definition, av ariance cannot be negative.H edgesa nd Vevead iscuss in some detail thepositive bias that characterizes this estimate as aresultofsetting negative values to zero, 2 It should be noted that av alue of mean di sn eeded initially to compute the Qs tatistic.I nc omputing that initial mean d, studies are weighted by w, not w*. That is,t hey are weighted by the inverseo ft he simple sampling error variance.
andtheytabulatethisbiasintheir Table 2for variousconditions. This bias causes the SE to be upwardly biased,causing theresulting CIstobetoo wide;thatis, theprobability content of theCIs is larger than thenominal value (Hedges &Vevea,1998, p. 496) . Overton(1998, pp.371,374) found this same bias forthisprocedure andalsofor an iterative procedurehe used to estimate S 2 r and S 2 d .Hedgesand Vevea(1998,p.492)briefly discussedsuchiterative proceduresb ut rejected them in favour of thep rocedure described aboveb ecause the iterativep rocedures arem orec omplex to use, typicallyr equirings pecialized computer programs,a nd do nota ppeart ob em orea ccurate. Hedges andV evea statet hatb ias becomessmaller as k (the number of studies) increasesand is generallysmall when k is 20 or more.However, Overton(1998) Becauseo fi ts different mode of estimating the sampling error variance (described above), the HS RE procedure does not have this upward bias. As shownearlier,inthe HS RE procedure, the two components of the RE sampling error variance are estimated jointly rather than separately.N ote that if S 2 d is in fact zero, the HS RE estimate of sampling error variance has the samee xpected value as the FE estimate of sampling error variance (Osburn&Callender,1 992; Schmidt et al.,1 988).A ss hownb yH edges and Vevea (1998), this is not the case fort he HV RE procedure.
Becauseo ft he nature of the study weights used to produce the weighted mean d value in the HV procedure, it is necessarytohave aseparate estimate of s 2 d when using this procedure (Field,2005; Hedges&Vevea, 1998) . As noted above, the weight applied to each study is w i ¼ 1 = ð V e i þ^s 2 d Þ ,where V e i is the simple sampling error variance for that study.T he HS procedure weights each study by its (total) sample size ( N i )a nd therefore does notrequire aseparate estimate of s forother purposes (cf. Hunter &Schmidt, 2004) ,and this estimate does have apositive bias, but this estimate is not used in computing weighted mean values, SEs, or CIs (Schmidt et al.,1988 ; see also Schulze, 2004, p. 190) . Within the context of large-sample statistical theory, the HV study weights are statistically more appropriate forREmodels (Hedges, 1983; Hedges&Vevea, 1998; Raudenbush, 1994; Schulze, 2004) , but even within large-sample theoryt his advantagei ss light (Hedges, 1983, p. 393) . In addition, the small theoretically expected advantage fort hese study weights is not realized with the smaller study sizes that are typical, because of inaccuracies induced by sampling error in the estimation of the s 2 d component of the weights (e.g. see Brannick, 2006; Raudenbush, 1994, p. 317; and Schulze, 2004, pp. 84 and 184) . Becauseo ft his effect, Schulze (2004, pp. 193-194) , based on the results of his extensive Monte Carlo studies, recommendedw eighting studies by sample size in the heterogeneous case (i.e. s In ar ecent simulation study,F ield reported that the HS RE model yielded generally more accurate estimates of mean values than the HV RE model, but this researchw as limited to correlations and it is possible that its findings maybeexplained by apositive bias induced in estimates of mean r in the HV model by its use of the non-linear Fisher z transformation of correlations (Donnor &R osner,1 980; Field, 2001 Field, , 2005 Hotelling, 1953; Hunter,Schmidt, &Coggin, 1996; Overton, 1998, p. 358; Schulze, 2004, pp. 75-79, 193-194) . Hall and Brannick (2002) reported findingss imilar to those of Field (2005) . This bias becomes larger as S 2 r increases and can becomesubstantial. In the Field (2001) simulation study,this bias was as largeas0.20; in Field (2005) , which employed aslightly different simulation method,the maximum bias was 0.052. The bias reported by Halland Brannick (2002) was intermediate in value. In the units of the d statistic, these bases would be slightly more than twice their value in the r metric (Hunter &Schmidt, 2004) . Schulze (2004) , also using the r statistic, reported this samefinding in his Monte Carlo studies and attributed it to use of the Fisher z transformation by the HV RE method. He recommendeda gainst use of this transformation (Schulze, 2004, pp. 193-194) . No comparable transformation is used in the HV RE method whenthe d statistic is used in the meta-analysis. The meta-analyses that were re-analysed in the present study were limited to those using the d statistic so that the results produced by the HV and HS RE procedures would be more directly comparable and could be interpreted without the distracting issue of the bias caused by the Fisher z transformation.However,asdiscussedlater,the general patternofresults can be expectedtobethe samefor r as for d .
Method
We sought to reanalyse data from FE meta-analyses published in Psychological Bulletin. We searched forstudies that met the following criteria: (a)the FE model only was used; (b) CIs were presented and interpreted; (c) data tables presented effect sizes, N s, and information needed to code the studies into the categories used in the meta-analysis; and (d) the study used the d statistic. Surprisingly,few studies met requirement (c), limiting our choice of meta-analysis studies.W efound only four meta-analysis studies that met all four of the criteria. We believe these meta-analysis studies are methodologicallytypical of those that have appearedin Psychological Bulletin over the last 20 years, except for the fact that theyp rovided the data necessaryt or eplicate (recompute) the metaanalyses. Thati s, these studies are typicali nt heir use of and interpretation of the FE method.W eb elieve that this -n ot substantive( topic area) typicality -i sw hat is important forour purposes, which are methodological in nature. Chronologically,these studies were: (a) Hyde and Linn (1988) , as tudy of gender differences in verbal ability; (b) Hyde,F ennema, and Lamon (1990) , as tudy of gender differences in mathematics performance; (c) Bettencourta nd Miller (1996) , as tudy of gender differences in aggression; and (d) Byrnes, Miller,and Schafer (1999) ,astudy of gender differences in risk taking. Areviewer requested the inclusion of at least one meta-analysis focusing on a substantive area other than gender differences. After considerable searchwelocated the Bettencourt et al. (2006) study,ameta-analysis focusing on relations between personality and aggressiveb ehaviouru nder provoking and neutral conditions. This study reported both FE and RE results (and so violated our condition (a) above), but the authorsbased all their interpretations of results on only the FE results. We could find no other studies that met requirement (b), (c), and (d). Allfi ve of these studies reported multiple meta-analyses, with at otal across studies of 68 separate meta-analyses with k ¼ 10 or more. All employed the Hedgesand Olkin (1985; Hedges&Vevea, 1998) FE meta-analysis procedure; all reported(nominal) 95% CIs. Since all meta-analyses become increasingly less accurate as k (the number of studies) becomes smaller (Hedges & Vevea, 1998) ,welimited our reanalysis to meta-analyses based on 10 or more studies.
Procedure
We wrote spreadsheet-based programs forthe Hedges and Olkin FE and RE procedures and calibrated these programs against the example analysis given in Hedges and Vevea (1998 ;Table 1 ). Next, we re-analysed each of the 68 meta-analyses using the Hedges and Olkin (1985) FE procedure (also describedi nH edges &V evea, 1998; see also Field, 2005) and confirmed that results obtained were identical or nearly identical to the originally reported results.(In afew cases, we wereunable to locate data forone or two of the studies originally reported to be in the meta-analysis, resulting in slightly different results.F or example, authorsm ight report that k ¼ 21 forameta-analysis of verbal ability but we could find only 20 studiesofverbalability in the data table presented.) In four of the studies (Hyde &L inn, 1988; Hyde et al.,1 990; Bettencourt&Miller,1 996; Bettencourt et al.,2006) , it was specified that the Hedgesand Olkin(1985)adjustment forthe slight positive bias in the d statistic had been applied to the d statistics presented in the data tables,and we used these adjusted valuesinour reanalysis. In the remaining meta-analysis (Byrnes et al.,1 999) it was not stated that this adjustment had been applied,soweapplied it before our reanalysis. (The results were almostidentical with and without this adjustment.) After the reanalysis using the HV FE method, we reanalysed these samed ata sets using the Hunter-Schmidt RE model described earlier (Field, 2005; H unter &S chmidt, 2004; Schmidt et al.,1 988) and the HedgesVevea RE model (Field, 2005 ; Hedges &V evea,1 998), also described earlier.B oth these procedures includeanadjustment forthe slightpositive bias in d values, and these adjustments were included( when needed).( Spreadsheet programs useda re available from the first author.) Forthe FE and the two RE procedures,wecomputed means and 95% CIs following the usual procedures forcomputing CIs. Our major focus was on CIs because bothH edges and Olkin (1985) and Hunter and Schmidt (1990,2 004 ; see also Hunter et al., 1982) recommend that CIs be presented in preference to statistical significance tests. All CIs were computed based on the normal ( z score)d istribution, because this distribution (ratherthan the t distribution) was used to compute CIs in the originals tudies.F or both RE models, we computed the percentageb yw hich the FE model underestimated the RE CI. We also computed the probability value (confidence level) of the FE CI using the RE CI as the standard. For example, an ominal9 5% FE CI might actually be a65% CI when evaluated against an RE model CI. Thesetwo indices provideinformative measures of the differences between estimates of precision forFE and RE models.
Results
Results are presented in Tables2 -7. The table numbersw ithin our tables indicate the tables in the originalstudies from which the specificmeta-analyses were taken.Ineach of Tables 2-7, the first section gives the results of the FE analysis as reanalysed by us, presenting mean d sand nominal95% FE CIs.The middle section shows results fort he HS RE procedure, and the final sections howst he results fort he HV RE procedure. For both RE procedures, mean d sa nd CIs are presented followed by three additional columns of information. The column headed 'Diff'p resentst he amount by which the FE model underestimated the actual CI. The next column gives the percentagebywhich the FE model underestimated the actual CI. The next column gives the actual confidence levels of the nominally 95% FE CIs,s howing that the FE CIs typically do not reach the 95% CI. Forthis mean value, the weights of studies that had N sgreater than 90 were modified by specifying that N ¼ 90 (Bettencourt &Miller,1996, p. 433) . This applies to all subsequent analyses.
b
The replication of original results is off by .01, which can be attributed to rounding errors. The k in the original was 16.
d
The values in the original are 2 .13, 2 .28, and .03 from the left to the right.
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Ta ble 5. Reanalyses of Ta bles 9, 10, and 11 of Bettencourt and Miller (1996) Fixed-effects model The values in the original ared ifferent from our replication results due to difference in k sa nd/or their non-traditional use of sample size (rather than inverse sampling error variance) as weight for the FE methods (p.761).
The k in the original were 11, 16, 34, 23, 15, 25, and 11 from the top to the bottom. The replication of original results is perfect or off by .01, which can be attributed to rounding errors.
The replication of original results is off by .02 or less.
Table2presents ther esults fort he Hyde andL inn( 1988)s tudy.T he FE model underestimates theC Iw idth in 9o ft he 10 meta-analyses. Thea verage percentage underestimationis55% accordingtothe HS RE procedureand 65%accordingtothe HV RE procedure.Judgedagainst theHSRECIs,the nominal95% FE CIswereonaverage 57%CIs. Resultsweremorediscrepantfor theHVREprocedure,which indicatesthatthe nominal 95%FECIs were really on average only 33%CIs.Bothcomparisons, but especially that with theHVprocedure,indicateserious underestimationofCIs by theFEmodel. Table 3s hows the reanalysis fort he Hyde et al. (1990) meta-analysis. The general patternisthe same as in the previous reanalysis. For the HS RE procedure, the average percentagebywhich FE CIs underestimated actual CIs is 70%, which is again aserious inaccuracy.The nominal95% FE CIs are on averageactually 40%CIs.The results forthe HV RE model are again moreextreme: an averageof77% underestimation of the CIs and an average2 0% confidencel evel on average. Again, the two RE procedures agree in indicating that the FE CIs are seriouslyi ne rror.
The data from the Bettencourta nd Miller (1996) meta-analysis were extensive enoughtorequire two tables.Results from this study are presented in Tables 4and 5. In  Table 4 , results forthe HS RE procedure indicate that the FE CIs underestimate the actual CI widths on averageb y4 1%. For the HV RE procedure, the averageu nderestimate is 39%. In comparison to the HS RE CIs,the nominal 95% FE CIs are on average67% CIs; the corresponding figure forthe HV RE procedure is 68%. In these data, the results given by the two RE models arenearly identical.And again,bothREprocedures indicate that the FE CIs are seriously in error: CI width is too narrow by about 40% and nominal95% CIs are really on averageo nly 68% CIs.
The results shown in Table5fort he remainder of the data from Bettencourta nd Miller (1996) are similar to the Table 4results . Again, the results forthe two RE models are almost identical.Results forthe HS RE procedure indicate that on averagethe FE CIs underestimate the actual CI width by 43%; the corresponding figure fort he HV RE procedure is 44%. In comparison to the HS RE CIs,t he nominal9 5% FE CIs are on averageonly 67% CIs; forthe HV RE procedure, this figure is 61%. Again, the keyfact is that two differentREm odels bothindicate that the FE CIs are quite inaccurate. Table 6presentsthe reanalysis forthe Byrnes et al. (1999) meta-analysis. The overall patterno fr esults is again very similar.B ased on the HS RE model, the FE CIs underestimated the realCIs by 54%. The nominal 95% FE CIs wereonaverageonly 61% CIs. Results forthe HV RE model were alittle more extreme: 61% underestimation of the CIs on average, and a4 6% CI on average. Again, the two RE procedures agree in indicating that the FE CIs are much narrower than the actual CIs and do not comeclose to attaining the 95% coverage that a9 5% CI should have.
The results fort he 16 meta-analysesf rom Bettencourt et al. (2006) study are presented in Table 7 . The FE model underestimates the CI width for15ofthe 16 metaanalyses. The averagepercentageunderestimation is 38% according to both the HS and HV RE procedures.E valuated against the HS RE CIs, the nominal9 5% CIs wereo nt he average67% CIs. Fort he HV RE procedure, this figurewas 69%. In this set of data, the two RE procedures yielded very similar results.T he discrepancies between the FE procedure and the two RE procedures were again substantial, although less extreme than in some of the previous tables.
To provide as ummaryp icture of the results, we averaged the results across Tables 2-7. In comparison to the HS RE CIs,the FE CIs underestimated the width of the actual CIs by 50% on average; forthe HV RE procedure, this figure was 53%. Hence, on average the two RE procedures produce similar verdictsonthe FE CIs.The FE CIs are on average less than half as wide as the actual CIs. The averageunderestimation across the two RE models is 52% (rounded). Thisiso bviouslyalarged iscrepancy.
We also averaged the confidence levels of the FE CIs across Tables 2-7 . Using the HS RE procedure as the standard, the nominal95% FE CIs are on averageonly 60%CIs. Using the HV RE procedure as the standard, the nominalFECIs are really 51%CIs on average. The difference hereb etweent he two RE procedures seems larger than fort he percentage underestimation figures, but the greater discrepancy is predicted by the properties of the normal curve that is the basis forthe CIs.That is, small differences in CI width between the two RE procedures result in larger differences in percentagecoverage(confidence levels) because of normal curve properties. On averageacross the two RE procedures,the nominal95% FE CIs are estimated to be 56% CIs.Hence, on averageFECIcoverageisonly about59% of its nominal value (i.e. : 56=:95 ¼ : 59).Again, this is amajor discrepancy.
While estimates of d were typicallyquite similar forthe HS and HV RE models, they were sometimess ubstantially different. Fore xample,i nT able 2f or reading comprehension, the means were .03 and .09, respectively. And in Table 3f or problem solving, the means were .09 and .19, respectively. Other examples are apparent in the tables.These differences are due to the difference in the study weights used to compute the means.T he HS model weights each study by its sample size ( N i ), while in the HV model, the study weights are
is, the more different these two sets of study weights are. As^s 2 d becomes larger,the HV weights becomeless unequal across studies,while this does not happen fort he HS weights.
In addition to the value of^s 2 d ,acorrelation between N i and the d i statistic, r ( N i , d i ), could cause the two weighting approachestoproduce different estimates of the mean. In our five meta-analyses, the averagecorrelation between N i and d i ranged from 2 .10 to þ .10, with agrand mean of 2 .01. Thiswould suggest random variation around amean of zero. Thishypothesis wasc onfirmed by the finding that the variation acrossstudies in these correlations was on averagenolarger than expected on the basis of sampling error alone. Using the HS approach, we found that on averageacross the five meta-analyses all variation in these r swas attributable to sampling error variance. Using the HV approach, we found that all the homogeneity tests ( Q tests) except one werenon-significant.
Afrequentlyusedmeasure of publicationbiasisanegative correlation between d i and N i ,assumed to result from failuretopublish small N studieswithsmall (and thereforenonsignificant) d values -i.e.a'file drawer problem' (Rothstein,Sutton, &Borenstein, 2005) . Themeancorrelation of zero suggests theabsence of publicationbiasinthese data.
Although thisshouldnot be the case (see later discussion), most authorsinterpretCIs as significancetests. If theCIdoesnot includezero, r or d is declared statisticallysignificant. Hence, it is clearthaterroneously narrow CIsleadtoaninflatedTypeIerror rate. Field (2003) presentsacomputersimulationstudy that suggests that the Type Ierror rate is substantially inflated whenthe FE modelisusedinmeta-analysis.This Type Ierror problemisdiscussed from an analytic perspectiveinHedgesand Vevea(1998 ),Hunterand Schmidt(2000 , and Overton(1998) .However,for thereasons givenearlier it is notour major focusinthispaper.
Discussion
This study is the first to use empirical data from the archival literature to compare the results produced by fixed-and random-effects meta-analysis models. It is clear that results differs ubstantially depending on whether the FE or RE model is used. Results using the RE model indicate that meta-analysis findings are much less exactand precise than is indicated by the commonly used FE model. In comparison to these large differences, the minor differences between the two RE procedures seem unimportant and in any event are (usually) in the predicted direction. Also, the similarity of results for the two RE models suggests that the positive bias in the HV RE procedure estimate of sampling error variance, but not present in the HS RE procedure, is of limited importance when viewed against the background of the farlarger differences between both RE procedures and the FE procedure.
As showne arlier,m ostm eta-analysis studiest hath avea ppeared in Psychological Bulletin have been basedo nt he FE model (see Table1andF igure 1). If we acceptt he propositionthatthe goal of research is generalizableknowledge(andnot merely knowledge about thespecific setofstudies in themeta-analysis)and if we acceptthe National Research Council's(1992) interpretationofFEand RE models, we areled to concludethatmostofthe meta-analysisresults in thel eading US psychology review journalmay be substantiallyin error in theirstatementsofprecision of findings. Althoughthispaper does notexplore this question in anydetail, we arealsoled to conclude that Type Ierrorsmay be quite frequent in themeta-analysis literature in some researchareas when researchers useFEmethods and interpret CIsassignificant tests. Theproblem mayseem potentiallylessserious if we accept thep roposition by Hedges andV evea (1998) that,b ya nalogy with generalized interpretations sometimesm adeo fF EA NOVA experimental data,t here is an extrastatisticalbasis forgeneralizingFEmeta-analysis findingsbeyondthe specific studies in the meta-analysis. However,a sH edges andV evea (1998)i ndicate, adoption of this notion requires an ascertainment,based on an extra-statisticalsubjective judgement, that studies noti ncluded in them eta-analysis are' sufficiently similar' to thosei ncluded to justify generalization.However,wef oundthatthe question of such similarity wasnot explicitly addressedinany of the68meta-analyses we reanalysednor in anyofthe 129 FE meta-analysis studiesin PsychologicalBulletin ;and it is notclear howitwouldorshouldbeapproached (Schulze,2004) . In anyevent,weare stillleft with thedifficulty that theNationalResearch Councilreport, writtenbyaselect group of statisticiansappointed by theNationalScience Foundation,h as rejectedt hisa nalogy andt hisi nterpretation of FE models. Even if this analogywere accepted,the question wouldstill remain of whetherthe broadgeneralization of findingso fF EA NOVA -based experimentst hata re sometimesm adeb yp rimary researchers (Hedges &V evea,1 998) is justified. As notede arlier,t he fact that they are sometimesmadedoes not perse constituteajustification formakingthem (Schulze, 2004) .
7.1. Implications for research, practice,a nd policy Thep resent findings have potentiallyi mportant implicationsf or researchers, practitioners, and policy makers. The CI is often used in statistical inference, with the decisionbeingthat an effect is real if the CI does not include zero. The narrower CIs of the FE model arem orel ikely to exclude zero whent he morea ccurate CIs of the RE model would includezero. For example, in Table 2the RE CI forreadingcomprehension includes zerow hile the FE CI does not. Thus, given commona pproaches to data interpretation, the FE model leads to the conclusion that females have better reading comprehension than males while the RE model does not.T his sorto fd ifference can occur in any area of research. In light of what has been presented in this paper,itislikely that the RE-based interpretation is correct and the FE-based interpretation is not. Furthermore, even in cases in which neither the FE nor the RE CI includes zero, the level of uncertaintya bout the mean value can play an important role in practical decisions. If the CI (referred to in lay terms as the 'error band'and familiar to the public from its use in opinion polls) is narrow,asitismorelikely to be with the FE model, researchersand policy makers may be overly confident that theyhave accurate and 'hard' information to act on. On the otherhand, if these same users were exposed to the more accurate and often much wider RE CIs theym ay rightfully be considerably morec autious in their decisionm aking. In fact, one reason why primaryr esearchers have been reluctant to substitute CIs forsignificance tests is probably that CIs are often wide and hence reveal just how little information the individual primarys tudy contains (Hunter &S chmidt, 2004) .T his consideration will likely becomem ore important in the future as the movement to educate researchersa nd othersi nt he proper interpretation of CIs becomes increasingly successful (American Psychological Association, 2001; Belia, Fidler,Williams,&Cumming, 2005; Schmidt, 1996; Thompson, 2002 Thompson, ,2006 .The goal of this movement is to wean researchers and policy makersf rom naï ve dichotomous thinking that looks only to see whether an effect or relation is statistically significant or not to af ocus on the magnitude of the estimate of the effect and the precision of that estimate of magnitude. To the extent that this effort to reformd ataa nalysis and interpretation procedures is successful, there will be agreatlyincreased emphasis in the futureonthe width of CIs in data interpretation. The result will be increased importance fora ccurate estimates of CIs.
Generalization of findings to the correlation coefficient
Thefi ndings andc onclusiono ft hisp aper cans afely be generalizedt om eta-analyses in whichthe summarystatistic is the(Pearson)correlation coefficient insteadofthe d -value statistic. That is,aswiththe d -value statistic, theFEmodel will resultinCIs that aretoo narrowwhenevaluated againstthe more accurate RE CIs. Except forthe fact that thesimple sampling errorv ariance formulaf or thec orrelation coefficient is different, theR E proceduresfor thecorrelation areidentical to thosefor the d -value statistic. Therefore, the cautions we expressagainst ther outine useo fthe FE modelwith d values also applyto correlations.Asdiscussed earlier, theonlyreasonwhy we didnot use r -based meta-analyses to comparethe FE modeltothe twoREproceduresisthatthe HV procedures (bothREand FE)conduct theanalysisusing theFisher z transformationof r ,while theHSprocedure does not. This transformation haslittleeffectonthe accuracy of mean estimatesinthe FE model butl eads to upward biases in estimateso fm ean r in theR Em odel.H ence,i nm ostR E applications,t he HV RE modelw illi ndicatel argerm ean r estimatest hant he HS RE procedure.Inthe presentstudy we thoughtitwisetoavoid thedistraction that wouldbe createdbythisdifferenceand so chosetofocus on studiesusing the d -value statistic, which is identicalinbothREprocedures. Of course, onecould applythe HV RE procedure for r s withoutthe Fisher z transformation (orviceversa),but then onewould be departingfrom oneofthe procedures as presentedbyits originators andthe analysis mightbechallenged on that basis. However, it canbeconfidentlystatedthatanapplication of thetwo RE models as presentedbytheir authors wouldleadtoconclusions aboutCIwidthsverysimilar to the presentc onclusions,b ecause thes tatistical andm athematicalp rinciplesa re thes ame. However, thelargerdifferences in themean r estimatesmight distract attentionfromthis key point.
Somei mportant technical issues
The questionc an be raised at this point as to why the reported FE CIs area pparently substantially too narrow if the x 2 test of homogeneity (the Q test; Hedges &Olkin, Ch. 9; Hedges, 1992) has been used appropriately in FE meta-analyses. Hedges and Olkin (1985) stated that the Q test should precede the use of the FE model. If this test is nonsignificant, the hypothesis of homogeneity of study population parametersisaccepted and use of the FE model can be supported (implying that FE and RE procedures would produce the same results).Ifthis test is significant, the conclusion is that the variance of study effect sizes is larger than can be explained by simple sampling error and therefore the study population values of r or d are deemed variable, indicating the presence of moderator variables or interactions. In such cases, Hedges and Olkin (1985) suggested that the studies should be subdividedb ased on potential moderatorsi nto subsetst hat have within-set homogeneous study population parameters, as indicated by nonsignificant Q tests. However,anon-significanthomogeneity test, whether before or after subsetting thes tudies,d oes notp rovide reliables upport foraconclusion of homogeneity.U nless the number of studies is large, this x 2 test typicallyh as low statistical power to detect variation in study population parameters, resulting in frequent Type II errors ( Hedges &P igott, 2001; M engersen, Tweedie, &B iggerstaff, 1995; Morris&D eShon,2 002; National ResearchC ouncil, 1992, p. 52; Schulze, 2004, p. 195) . Thatis, the x 2 is often non-significant in the presence of real variation in study population parameters (Hedges &Olkin, 1985) . As aresult, FE models may be applied to heterogeneous sets of studies,r esulting in CIs that are substantially too narrow.
In addition, even if the Q test is significant (indicatingh eterogeneity of study population values), publishedm eta-analysis studies often nevertheless apply the FE model, making it even more likely that the resulting CIs will be too narrow.Weidentified 38 meta-analysis studies published in Psychological Bulletin between 1980 and January 2006 that followed this practice. Thisis29% of the 129 meta-analysis studies that used FE methods. Four of the fivem eta-analysis studies which we reanalysed followed this practice (one didn ot apply the Q statistic at all.) The 29%fi gure is an underestimate, because in many studies authorsr esponded to initiallys ignificant Q statistics by subgrouping studies by potential moderatorsa nd computing new Q statistics. When these were again significant, there was no further subgrouping of studies,a nd the FE model wast hen used and interpreted despite the significant Q statistics. We didn ot includethese studies in our count of 38.
The percentageunderestimation of the CI by the FE model should be greater when the homogeneity test ( Q )i ss tatisticallys ignificant than when it is not. The Q test was non-significantin24% of the 68 meta-analyses. The correlation between the significantnon-significantdichotomy and percentageunderestimation of the CI was .75 forthe HS RE model and .78 forthe HV RE model. We can also look at the relation between^s (i.e. the estimated SD of the population parameters), these correlations are somewhat higher,a sw ould be expected: .71 and .65, respectively. Theser elationships arei nt he expected direction and are substantial.
When between-study variance in population parametersi sl arge, the valueo f presenting the estimated mean effect size and the CI forthe mean can be questioned,at least form ost theory-testing purposes. Hunter and Schmidt (2004) state that, fort his reason, in such cases their full procedure recommends presentation of credibility intervals (CrIs), not confidence intervals (CIs). The CrI refers nottothe mean (as the CI does)but to the estimated distribution of the study population parameters. For example, the 90% CrI includes the middle 90%o fv aluesi nt he estimated distribution of population values. Of course, it is important to searchf or moderators (interactions) when the estimated between-study variance in population parametersislarge. However, searching formoderatorsdoes not guarantee an important reduction in the variance of population parameters. In many cases in the literature, tests of potential moderatorsdo not lead to much reduction in between-study variance, even when the moderator means are at least somewhatdifferent. So, one is thenleft with the question of whether the CI around the mean value providesmuch useful information. In such acase, the RE CI will still be more accurate than the FE CI and will better reveal the true uncertaintyi nt he estimate of the mean. However,b ecause the mean is limited in its ability to describe the distribution, aC rI may be more informative in such cases.N evertheless, the most common procedure followed in meta-analyses in Psychological Bulletin (and probably most other journals) is to present mean estimates and CIs around these means (or significance tests of these means). Given these practices, the present paper demonstratesempirically that whenthe FE model is used (by fart he majority of cases; see Table 1 ) the resulting CIs are substantially too narrow.
Choice of am odel of meta-analysis
Are there any circumstances in which the choice of the FE model would be appropriate? These circumstances would appear to be veryl imited.T he FE model would be appropriate if one had strong evidence that the primarys tudies to be included in the meta-analysis were virtually identical,i.e. theyare all literal or operationalreplications of each other (Aronson,E llsworth, Carlsmith, &G onzales, 1990) .T hat is, if the studies drew their samples from the samepopulation (e.g. collegesophomores), tested exactly the same hypotheses with exactly the same study design, treatment strength( if an experimental study), measures, instructions, time limits, etc, then one might assume ap riori that the samep opulation parameter wase stimated in all the primarys tudies (i.e. s 2 d or s 2 r ¼ 0) and this could be abasis forchoosing the FE model. Such asituation would be expectedtooccur only rarely (Aronson et al.,1990) . In any othersituation, an FE model would be inappropriate and the recommendation would be that any metaanalysis conducted using the FE model should be reanalysed using an RE model. As noted earlier,O verton has presented another rationalef or choice of the FE model. He argues that if one has reason to believe that S 2 d or S 2 r is small (nearzero or zero), choiceof the FE model might be justified as away of avoiding the upward bias in the SE estimate (and hence the CI estimate) in the HV and related RE methods. The empirical results in this study suggest that this bias is not large, and in any event does not occur in the HS RE procedure (which was not examined by Overton, 1998) .Hence the situations in which choice of the FE model is defensible seemlimited.
We can use the present databasetoprovide averytentative and preliminaryestimate of the frequency with which the FE model would be appropriate in the meta-analysis literature. The FE model is appropriate whenever study population parametershave zero or near-zero variance across studies. Fromanoperational point of view,such situations can be identified in this paper as those in which the FE and RE CIs are equal in width. In the 68 meta-analyses represented in Tables 2-7 , this occursonly twice, forafrequency of 3%. That is, if we take these data as representative (and theymay not be), then theysuggest that the FE meta-analysis model is appropriate in only 3% of meta-analyses and inappropriate in 97%. Thisestimate, combined with the preponderance of the FE model in US psychology'spremier review journal, suggests there is awidespreadmisconception that the FE model is appropriate when it is not. In this sense, the present study is akin to recent studies demonstrating the existence of widespreadmisconceptions with respect to other statistical issues. For example, Belia et al. (2005) showed that misconceptions regarding the interpretation of confidence intervals are common among researchers, and Oaks (1986; see also Schmidt, 1996) showed this to be the case with respect to statistical significance tests. Improvements in data analysis practices in psychological research require that all such misconceptionsbeaddressed and corrected.
Limitations of this study
The major limitation of this study stemsf rom the relativelys mall sample of FE metaanalyses that it was possible to reanalyse using RE models. It is probably best to view this reanalysis itself as an application of RE model; that is, the meta-analyses we reanalysed can perhaps be viewed tentativelya sasample of all such meta-analyses that could theoreticallyb er eanalysed. As such,o ur sample of fives tudies could be unrepresentative. However,o ur reanalysis includedm ultiple meta-analyses from each of the five published meta-analysis studies,w idening the sample to 68 meta-analyses with k ¼ 10 or more. On the otherhand, these 68 meta-analyses cannotbeassumed to be fully independent. However,i nl ight of the clear differences in the statistical properties of FE and RE models, as presentedearlier in this paper and elsewhere, and in light of the rarity of the empirical researchc onditions under which the FE model is appropriate, we believe it is unlikely that conclusions would be materiallydifferent with adifferentorlarger sample of FE meta-analyses. In this connection, the keyquestion is probably whethert he meta-analysese xamined aret ypical or representative methodologically ,n ot whether theya re representative in terms of subject matter or area of research. In this connection, the meta-analysis included in our study that was from as ubstantive area other than gender differences yielded results similar to those from some of the meta-analyses from the area of gender differences. Basedo no ur examination of the many meta-analyses published in Psychological Bulletin in connection with the present research, we judget he meta-analyses we examinedt ob e quite typicalm ethodologically.T hati s, theya pplied the standard Hedges and Olkin (1985) FEmethod and didsointhe typicalmanner.Theyseem to be (usefully) atypical only in that theypresented all data needed to replicate their meta-analyses -something we found, to our disappointment, to be quite rare.
Conclusion
Meta-analysis is the major tool today in psychology,t he social sciences,m edicine, and other areas (Hunter &Schmidt, 2004) forrevealing the cumulative knowledgecontained in researchliteratures. It has revolutionized the basis fort he production of knowledge through research. Yete vent oday,3 0y ears after its introduction, important technical issuesremain in meta-analysis methods. Thisstudy sheds light on what appearstobenot only an important technical problem but also an important epistemological problem in the psychological literature: the precision and certaintyo fm eta-analysis findingsm ay have been systematically overstated in much of the researchl iterature. Solving this problemw ill probably not be easy,b ut it is important that it be addressed. Our recommendation is that future meta-analyses use RE models and that the older FE metaanalyses be reanalysed using RE models to provide accurate results and conclusions.
